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Abstract
Courtship song in D. melanogaster contributes substantially to male mating success through female selection. We used
experimental evolution to test whether this display trait is maintained through adaptive female selection because it
indicates heritable male quality for thermal stress tolerance. We used non-displaying, outbred populations of D.
melanogaster (nub1) mutants and measured their rate of adaptation to a new, thermally stressful environment, relative to
wild-type control populations that retained courtship song. This design retains sexually selected conflict in both treatments.
Thermal stress should select across genomes for newly beneficial alleles, increasing the available genetic and phenotypic
variation and, therefore, the magnitude of female benefit derived from courtship song. Following introduction to the
thermally stressful environment, net reproductive rate decreased 50% over four generations, and then increased 19% over
the following 16 generations. There were no differences between the treatments. Possible explanations for these results are
discussed.
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In a particularly thorough experiment, D. melanogaster
populations were exposed to EMS, then held with/without sexual
selection for 60 generations, at which point the populations were
evaluated in both mating environments. Net reproductive rate
actually went down in the sexually selected populations, apparently because the costs of sexual selection exceeded any benefits
[19]. With sexual selection comes intersexual conflict, which has
sometimes favored the evolution of male traits that directly harm
females. [20–29]. A few experiments with D. melanogaster have
assessed the direct costs and indirect benefits, finding that the net
effect was substantially negative [30–32]. The inconsistent results
among experiments designed to find benefits to females of sexual
selection, may, in part, be due to a lack of control of sexual
conflict. Most of those experiments removed sexual selection
through enforced monogamy with random mate assignment.
Under monogamy, the reproductive success of a mating pair is
identical. Therefore, ancestral sources of conflict are new
opportunities for adaptation. As sexually antagonistic, femaleharm, alleles are removed under monogamy, fitness measures may
improve despite the concurrent removal of any benefits of sexual
selection [23]. Despite the difference in net reproductive rate,
Hollis and Houle [19] found no difference in egg-to-adult viability
or fecundity, also illustrating the difficulty of drawing inferences
about fitness from its components, where measurement context
may differ [19], and individual measures may be less sensitive, or
inconsistent.

Introduction
The relationship between sexual fitness (mating and fertilization
success) and population fitness (approximated by net reproductive
rate) is not generally understood. Theory indicates that sexual
selection can increase beneficial allele fixation [1], deleterious
allele removal [1], [2–4], and the rate of adaptation to novel
environments [5–6]. Experiments have been ambiguous. In D.
melanogaster sexual selection sometimes removes specific deleterious marker mutations (one of one [7], five of eight [8], four of six
[9], and zero of six [10]). Attempts to measure sexual selection’s
effect on non-specific mutational load have been mixed. Bulb mite
populations held under relaxed viability and fecundity selection
showed no improvement in the presence of sexual selection [11].
With the addition of ionizing radiation, sexual selection increased
fitness [12]. But when reintroducing viability and fecundity
selection, sexual selection no longer showed a detectable benefit
[13]. When natural selection was relaxed in D. serrata, sexual
selection improved productivity [14]. Dung beetles were exposed
to ionizing radiation and then held with/without sexual selection
for two generations. Male strength and female productivity were
both higher in the sexually selected treatment [15]. Sexual
selection did not increase the rate adaptation to a thermally
stressful environment in D. melanogaster [16], or novel larval food
resource in D. serrata [17]. Sexual selection did increase the rate of
adaptation of a seed beetle to a novel host plant, yet, decreased
fitness when maintained on their ancestral host [18].
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because of the additional level of selection on the wild-type males
that occurs through wing song evaluation [59]. Adaptation (net
reproductive rate) was measured in situ as the number of offspring
that survive and are available for entry into the next generation.
This measure includes female fecundity, offspring survival, and
development rate. The experiment was conducted under lowdensity conditions in which resources were not limiting. All
populations were introduced to the control environment (25uC) for
five generations, and then transferred to the thermally stressful
environment for 21 generations. Net reproductive rate was
measured every generation.

Within intersexual selection, the ’good genes’ hypothesis posits
that females select mates with superior non-sexual genetic quality
[33], [34], revealed by condition-dependent displays [35]. Those
females who happen to prefer such displays produce offspring with
superior genomes. Courtship display and preference are both
directionally selected. Condition dependence of the display should
be an outcome of directional selection on display magnitude
through genic capture [2]. A number of empirical studies have
found positive correlations between sire attractiveness and
offspring fitness components, typically viability [36–41]. Interpreting fitness components, such as offspring viability, may be also be
problematic due to the influence of male seminal fluid. For
example, T. oceanicus males vary in their investment in their
accessory glands and there is a positive relationship between such
investment and the viability of their offspring. One product of their
accessory glands, prostaglandin synthetase, stimulates increased
female investment per ovule, which increases offspring viability.
There is a trade-off between offspring viability and female life-time
fecundity. Therefore, male manipulation is apparently moving
females away from their fitness optima [42]. In summary,
understanding the evolution of male courtship traits may be
hampered from a lack of control for coevolutionary conflict in
monogamy/polyandry designs, the difficulty of measuring net
reproductive rate, and potentially, marginal signal-to-noise.
In male Drosophila, individual wing vibrations directed at
females (song) is a conspicuous component of courtship and
important to mating success [43–47]. Wingless males suffer much
lower mating success, which is partially rescued by playing
artificial song [48–50]. Artificial reduction of wing area (environmentally induced, artificial selection, or partial amputation)
diminishes song success approximately linearly [46].
Here, we remove courtship song in replicate D. melanogaster
populations while retaining it in control populations. Both,
treatment and control populations are maintained under a
sexually competitive environment, where sexual selection and
conflict are otherwise fully present. We used an outbred,
laboratory adapted population into which the recessive nubbin
(nub1) mutation was introgressed through approximately 20 cycles
of backcrossing, making the nub1 population differ from the
outbred, wild-type population by less than 161026 [51]. This
mutation greatly reduces the wing (cell number), deforms the
remaining tissue into a folded clump [52], and removes the wing
hinge [53] (images available at http://flybase.org/reports/
FBal0013178.html). While mating rates are diminished due to
nub1 mutation’s removal of courtship song, no deficiency in
fertility has been observed, due the excess mating that occurs in
this species [54].
To increase the opportunity for the good genes process, all
populations were exposed to low-grade thermal stress. Conformation determines protein function, membrane fluidity and enzyme
catalytic function, and is substantially affected by the elevation of a
few degrees Celsius [55]. Most loci in outbred populations possess
substantial low frequency variation. Thermal stress should select
those alleles that are more thermally-stress tolerant across
innumerable loci. Secondary changes in the environment (e.g.,
humidity, food hydration, flora, etc.) are also potential sources of
selection. Natural clines of thermal adaptation occur in this species
[56]. The degree of thermal stress used is within the range
encountered by D. melanogaster in nature and below that which
induces heat shock [57]. Courtship song is sensitive to temperature
[58] and, therefore, is potentially an indicator of male condition
and thermal stress tolerance. If courtship song is an honest signal
of heritable male quality, then the wild-type populations should
evolve thermal tolerance faster than the nubbin populations
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Materials and Methods
Generation of stocks
The experiments were carried out with a large, outbred
population that had been adapting to a controlled laboratory
environment for over 400 generations. This wild-type population
was established in 1988 from 400 mated females that were
collected in central California by L. Harshman. The nubbin
population was derived from the wild-type population by Alison
Pischedda and Adam Chippindale [51] through approximately 20
cycles of back-crossing of the nubbin into the wild-type population,
such that the nubbin locus was within an essentially wild-type
genome. This was completed in 1997. Both populations were
subsequently maintained at Ne.5000, at 25uC, on cornmeal/
molasses/killed-yeast medium, seeded with live yeast, with a 12 h
light: 12 h dark diurnal cycle, and a 14-day generation cycle. The
experimental protocol, begun in 2005, maintained these conditions except as noted otherwise below. The nubbin and wild-type
populations were generously provided by William R. Rice and
Tristin A.F. Long.

Creating Populations Prior to Thermal Stress
Four samples from both nubbin and wild-type populations were
taken to form four replicates from each parent population (n = 105
adults of each sex/replicate). Each vial (95627.5 mm) contained 7
males and 7 females, 10 ml of medium, and was seeded with live
yeast. Adult flies were cultured (day 0) overnight and discarded.
The eggs deposited overnight constituted the beginning of the
experimental populations. The populations were maintained in
this manner, under their ancestral laboratory conditions over the
subsequent five generations.

Standard Culturing Procedure
All adults were counted at least daily as they emerged. Adults
emerging on the day of maximum eclosion (day 10, at 25uC) were
transferred to a common container, lightly anesthetized (30
seconds of CO2), divided into 5 aliquots, and allowed several
minutes to recover. Adults were then transferred to food vials (7
flies of each sex/vial, n = 105 adults of each sex), using
approximately 4 minutes of CO2. After two days (day 12) flies
were transferred to fresh, yeasted, food vials. On day 14/0 all flies
were transferred to fresh food vials for two hours, producing
approximately 100 eggs per vial. After laying eggs the adults were
removed, dead females (if any) were counted and the males and
females were then discarded. The above cycle was reiterated in
subsequent generations.

Initiating the Thermal Stress Regime
The populations were maintained five generations at their
ancestral temperature (25uC). At the beginning of generation 6,
eggs from all populations were introduced to a thermally stressful
environment. The sensitivity of D. melanogaster to thermal stress
2
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varies with developmental stage (reviewed in [60]). The thermal
regime reflects this variation. Egg deposition by adult females and
early embryo development (day 0) occurred at 32uC; larval
development and early pupation (days 1–3) occurred at 33uC; later
pupal development and early adult stages (days 4–11) occurred at
28uC (males are sterile when developing above 28.5uC); courtship
and mating (days 12–13) occurred at 31uC (courtship and mating
could also occur on day 0 at 32uC). The thermal protocol reduced
female productivity (total number of adult offspring per female) by
approximately 50% (Fig. 1).
Development rate in D. melanogaster increases with temperature until approximately 28uC, after which it begins to slow due to
the rapidly increasing stress [61]. As a result, 80% of thermally
stressed progeny emerge on day 9. The adults used for mating
were taken from the day 9 collection. All emerging adults were
counted. Those emerging before or after the day 9 collection were
discarded (8% and 12% of total, respectively). The above protocol
was reiterated over subsequent generations. A total of 21
generations of thermal stress selection data was collected. The
approximate number of generations was chosen prior to starting
the experiment and was based on results of a selection experiment
that used the same stress protocol [7].

Statistical Analysis
Univariate analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to assess
statistical significance of thermal adaptation between treatments,
using adult progeny as the dependent variable, treatment as a fixed
factor, and time (generation number) as the covariate. To avoid
pseudoreplication, independent lines (N = 4 per treatment) were
used as the data for statistical analysis rather than the individual
flies that generated these treatment measures. A normal distribution of the data can be inferred because each measure is an
average (or a total) over a large number of contributing
individuals. SPSS 13.0 software was used to analyze the data.

Results
Thermal Stress
The deleterious effects of thermal stress were observable during
generations 6–10. Net reproductive rate and productivity declined
to approximately 50% of their starting levels (Figures 1–2).

Thermal Adaptation
(Generations 10–26) There was no difference between treatments in productivity (Fig. 1; Table 1b), net reproductive rate
(Fig. 2; Table 1a), or maternal survival (Table 1c). The covariate,
time, was significant for both treatments for productivity (p,
0.001) and net reproductive rate (p,0.001) (Fig. 1, 2; Table 1a, b).
For reference, the wild-type treatment populations’ net reproductive rate increased by 19% between generations 10 and 26, while
productivity increased 21% during the same period. Data is
archived
at
http://www.csus.edu/faculty/h/holland/docs/
Puplications/Cabral.Holland.DataArchivePublic.pdf

Measuring Thermal Adaptation
Adaptation of the experimental lines was measured in situ each
generation. Two measures were made: net reproductive rate,
consisting of all adult progeny that were available for collection
during the normal collection period (those emerging through day
9) (Fig. 2). This measure includes female fecundity and viability
and development rate of their offspring. The second measure,
productivity, consists of the total number of adult progeny
(identical to the previous measure except that it also includes the
slow developing offspring emerging after day 9) (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Total surviving adult progeny per female. Populations entered the thermal stress regime in generation 6. There was no difference
between treatments (p = 0.64). Error bars are 6 one standard error. See Table 1b.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111148.g001
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Figure 2. Net reproductive rate per female. This measure includes all adults that were available for collection each generation during the
normal collection period. Populations entered the thermal stress regime in generation 6. There was no difference between treatments (p = 0.63). Error
bars are 6 one standard error. See Table 1a.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111148.g002

However, many experiments conducted under a variety of
environments must be performed in order to determine the extent
and significance of the good genes process.
Compensatory evolution in the nubbin population may have
changed female focus to other courtship behaviors (e.g., chasing,
tapping, licking, orienting towards females, and copulation
attempts) to compensate for the lack of song. The nubbin
population used here was studied for such compensatory changes
[51]. After 150–180 generations, the nubbin males did significantly adapt. In competition against wild-type males for nubbin
females the nubbin males obtained 43% as many matings as wild
type males (Fig 2a in [51]). In a newly created nubbin population,
males obtained only 29% as many matings as wild-type. In
summary, after 150–180 generations, the nubbin mutation still
reduces male mating success by 57% relative to otherwise
essentially identical wild-type males. Therefore, females remained
very sensitive to the presence of male wings and, presumably,
courtship song. The experiments reported here occurred approximately contemporaneously with those of Pischedda and Chippindale [51].
The benefit of courtship song may be too small to be detected
with this design. Theoretical [64–66] and experimental work
(reviewed in [39]) indicates that such benefits might be small
despite the use of thermal stress. A more long-term experiment
may be necessary to detect the benefits of song. There are
innumerable traits that may reveal underlying heritable quality.
We have removed only one of them. A design that removed
multiple traits simultaneously could improve the signal.
Song itself may not currently be maintained through the good
genes process. Courtship song selection may be a self-reinforcing
(runaway) process in which females select males who will in turn
produce sexy sons who are not otherwise better adapted [33].
Courtship song may have been selected through sensory bias [67–

Discussion
This is the first study we know to measure the effect of a specific
male courtship display on the rate adaptation to a new
environment. The estimated adaptation to the new environment
indicated by productivity and net reproductive rate is conservative
because adaptation from the onset of stress (generation 6) through
generations 9–10 was masked by the effects of physiological
deterioration within the thermally stressful environment. The
adaptation itself demonstrates heritable genetic variation for net
reproductive rate and productivity was present. However, the
hypothesized benefit of a male courtship ornament was not
detected. Four non-mutually exclusive explanations for these
results are: the stressor itself interfered with the good genes
process; the nub1 population has undergone compensatory
evolution; insufficient sensitivity of the experiment; and the
absence of the good genes process with respect to courtship song.
Small changes in temperature appear to have pervasive effects
on small animal physiology, including sensory systems [62]. The
thermal stress of the range used is encountered by wild populations
of flies and does not induce heat shock [57]. It does not cause male
sterility [16]. Courtship and mating rates of D. melanogaster do
not appear to be substantially altered within the temperature range
used here [63]. One can never know that an environmental
parameter, or mutation, has no effect on female ability to discern
information about male quality. In general, environmental and
genetic stresses will affect both sexes. Therefore, it is an implied
aspect of the good genes hypothesis that females will also be able to
perform their screening function under the same conditions
experienced by males. Given the pervasive occurrence and
significance of temperature stress, it would seem, a priori, like
the sort of environmentally induced stressor that females should be
selected to be sensitive to with regard to the good genes process.
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Table 1. Analysis of covariance of treatment and time with respect to net reproductive rate, total surviving adult progeny, and
female survival.

DependentVariable

Source

d.f.

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

F-value

P-value

a) Net Reproductive Rate
TIME

1

20.7

20.7

109

,.001

TREATMENT

1

.044

.044

.229

.633

Error

141

26.9

.191

b) Total Surviving Adult Progeny
TIME

1

43.7

43.7

163

,.001

TREATMENT

1

.058

.058

.214

.644

Error

141

37.9

.269

c) Maternal Survival
TIME

1

.434

.434

.173

.678

TREATMENT

1

4.00

4.00

1.60

.208

Error

141

353

2.50

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111148.t001

71]. This model posits that decisions (e.g., whether or not to mate)
are the result of innumerable inputs (internal/physiological and
those conveyed through external sensors). Sensory systems, like all
traits, have incidental qualities that render them vulnerable to
exploitation. The exploitation of sensory bias [68–70] through
song may be sexually antagonistic. There are inevitable costs of
copulating: predation and STD exposure [72], seminal fluid
components that are toxic [21], such as sex peptide [74], or
manipulative, such as Acp26Aa [73] and prostaglandin synthetase
[42], [75]. Male displays may simply induce females to mate suboptimally. This could result in a coevolutionary race in which
females are selected for resisting the influence of deleterious
displays and males are in turn selected for super-stimulating female
sensory biases [76].
An incidental finding may be relevant outside the context of
sexual selection. It took four generations of heat stress before net
reproductive rate stopped declining. This may be relevant to any
experiment that compares populations from different environments. The number of generations needed to eliminate differences

in the direct environmental effects on phenotype may have to be
determined. This work may also be relevant to studies of the
impact of environmental change on populations with slow
generation times, where current observations of population
attributes might lag the effects of the current environment by
several generations.
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